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We propose a behavioural decision-making model to investigate what factors, observable as well as

unobservable, owner-managers consider regarding futures contract usage. The conceptual model

consists of two phases, re¯ecting the two-stage decision structure of manager's use of futures. In the

®rst phase owner-managers consider whether futures are within the market choice set for the

enterprise. In the second phase the owner-manager decides whether or not to initiate a futures

position when confronted with a concrete choice situation. In both phases owner-manager's beliefs

and perceptions play an important role. The proposed model is tested on a data set of Dutch farmers,

based on computer-assisted personal interviews. Because we incorporate latent variables (e.g.,

perceptions and beliefs) in both phases, we propose an estimation procedure that takes the measure-

ment error of these latent variables explicitly into account. The implications of the behavioural

decision-making model for futures contract design are derived.

I . Int roduct i on

Futures exchanges face the challenge of introducing successful futures contracts and

maintaining viable trading of existing contracts. To facilitate this product development

approach, previous research has focussed on factors that in¯uence the viability of futures

contracts. Two approaches can be distinguished: the commodity characteristics approach and

the contract design approach (Black 1986). The commodity characteristics approach de®nes

feasible commodities for futures trading based on an extensive list of required commodity

attributes, and, in so doing, focuses on the technical aspects of the underlying commodity. The

contract design approach views the contract speci®cation as the critical factor determining the

viability of a futures market, and hence focuses on the technical aspects of the contract.

Although both approaches provide insight in the conditions that might make a futures contract

successful, they do not focus on a critical aspect: the decision-making process that leads to the
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customers' ultimate choice for using futures contracts or not. That is, both approaches provide

necessary conditions for having futures trade, but these conditions are not necessarily

suf®cient. Ultimately, the success of a futures market is determined by the number of

customers who decide to trade futures and the number of customers' trades.

In order to maximise success (trading volume) and to ensure successful product introduc-

tions, futures exchanges face the challenge to develop products that will be chosen by

potential participants. Hence, the exchange needs insight into how participants choose to use

futures contracts. Information about customers' choice behaviour will reveal information

necessary for the futures exchange to improve the design of its contracts.

Models have been developed that derive the optimal hedging behaviour for futures market

participants. The actions of (potential) customers are in these models guided by the criterion

of maximising expected utility; non-economic factors do not enter the utility function. These

models provide a sound and rigorous theoretical framework. However several researchers

have shown that they have little predictive validity. Hartzmark (1987) and Peck and Nahmias

(1989) found that actual positions in futures markets were unrelated to portfolio-recom-

mended strategies. Nor are these models necessarily useful when optimising futures contract

design, since these models do not take all contract characteristics explicitly into account and

assume that the only reason for futures trade is risk reduction. They do, however, implicitly

take some elements of the contract speci®cation into account by means of basis risk. Since

the commodity characteristic and contract speci®cation approaches do not focus on the

decision-making process of managers, and the fact that the expected utility based models

that focus on the decision-making process of managers but do not have strong predictive

validity, we introduce a behavioural modelling approach that shows direct relationships with

revealed behaviour. This approach can in turn provide insight for futures exchange manage-

ment to improve the futures contract development process. This behavioural approach is

descriptive in nature and hence does not have the strong theoretical properties of the

normative models in the expected utilities framework.

In this behavioural framework managers' beliefs and perceptions play a crucial role.

Beliefs pertain to the degree to which an object (e.g., futures contracts) may have particular

consequences, and perceptions re¯ect the interpretation of these consequences. Managers'

perceptions and attitudes regarding futures contracts are driving their choices.

In the next section we propose our conceptual decision-making model. We pay particular

attention to the fact that the decision to use futures contracts has two phases. In the ®rst

phase potential customers decide (or not) to add futures contracts to their toolbox, and hence

consider futures contracts as instruments when marketing products or dealing with contrac-

tual relationships. In the second phase, when confronted with a concrete choice situation,

(potential) customers decide to initiate a position (or not) in the futures market. In both

phases perceptions and beliefs are the drivers of the decision process. To deal with per-

ceptions and beliefs, which are latent variables, we propose a modelling procedure that is

able to deal with measurement error. Subsequently, our empirical study, conducted with 200

Dutch hog farmers using personal computer guided interviews/experiments, is described and

the results are presented. Finally, we discuss the implications for futures exchange policy.

I I . Conc eptual Model

This study focuses on owner-managers and managers of small enterprises. For these

managers futures contracts are not always seen as relevant for their operation. That is, futures
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contracts are not always considered as being part of the business of conduct (McQuistion

1989; Posavac, et al., 1997). Before a manager will enter the futures market, the futures

contract must be part of the managers' toolbox, and hence be considered as a relevant

marketing tool for an owner-manager. This is consistent with the ®rst two stages in the

decision-making model of Guilford (1967), in which the decision-maker ®rst comprehends

the problem and subsequently searches the solution space for all possible choice alternatives.

Therefore, we pay attention to the managers' adoption process of futures. After futures

contracts are considered as being part of the manager's toolbox, futures might be used in a

concrete choice situation. In such a situation the price level in the futures markets will,

among other factors, play an important role.

Phase I: Adoption of futures to the toolbox

In the adoption phase managers decide whether or not futures contracts can contribute to

their enterprise. This phase comprises the cognitive and divergent thinking phase of the

Guilford model of decision-making. McFadden (1999) provides a framework in which

behaviour can be characterised by a decision process, which is formed by perceptions and

beliefs based on the available information. In this paper we use this framework and the

multi-attribute attitude theory (e.g. Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Bagozzi 1981; Fishbein and

Ajzen 1975). In the multi-attribute attitude framework, attitude is assumed to be decom-

posable as a sum of the products of beliefs and evaluations. The beliefs pertain to the degree

to which a futures contract may have particular consequences, for example, risk reduction,

and the evaluations re¯ect the importance of these consequences. Similar beliefs might be

grouped into components and the evaluations of these components may in¯uence the

managers' attitude differently. These belief groups and the evaluations of these components

are referred to as the subjective criteria components (SCC). Managers use these SCCs when

deciding whether or not futures are part of the toolbox.

The adoption model postulates a sequential process. Owner-managers are assumed to

group beliefs ®rst according to dimensions and to form SCC.1 In this paper we recognize

that SCC may have different weights attached, and, consequently, may have separate

in¯uences on attitude. Let us de®ne this matter more formally.

Let SCC j be the subjective criteria component j for futures. Let bk be the strength of the

belief that futures leads to consequence k, let ek be the evaluation of this consequence and

let K j denote all consequences that belong to SCC j. The SSC for futures along component j

is now de®ned as

SCC j �
X
k2K j

bik ek , (1)

where the summation is across all consequences that belong to this component.

A central assumption of the model is that SCCs form the attitude towards futures. Let AT

be the owner-manager's attitude towards adding futures to the toolbox. If the number of SCC

is J , we assume that

1 For example, an owner-manager might evaluate the performance of futures. This evaluation may be
based on attributes such as the risk reduction capacity of the hedging service provided by futures
exchanges. Components such as `performance' may result. It is assumed that along each of these more
abstract components futures contracts are evaluated.
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AT �
XJ

j�1

â jSCC j, (2)

where â j is the weight re¯ecting the importance of SCC j in determining the owner-manager's

attitude to add futures to the toolbox. Based on the attitude, the owner-manager forms an

intention (e.g. probability) to add futures to the toolbox. The model also includes the owner-

manager's perception of the extent to which signi®cant others (such as advisors surrounding

the owner-manager) think that one should include futures in the toolbox, thereby taking the

owner-manager's decision unit into account. This is the decision-making unit (DMU). In this

study DMU re¯ects the degree to which the owner-manager thinks that relevant others

expect him/her to add futures to his/her toolbox. The in¯uence of DMU together with the

attitude is assumed to determine the intention to add futures to the toolbox according to the

following formula

IN � ã1AT� ã2DMU, (3)

where ã1 and ã2 are the weights re¯ecting the importance of the attitude and the DMU in

determining the intention to add futures to the toolbox.

Consider Figure 1 as a graphical representation of the proposed model. Figure 1 shows

that the key elements in the model are the SSCs (subjective criteria components), as they

drive the intention to add futures to the toolbox. Therefore, we discuss types of SCCs that

might be relevant in this context.

In this ®gure k denotes consequence k (k � 1 . . . k), K j denotes all consequences that

belong to subjective criteria component (SCC) j, SCC j the subjective criteria component for

component j ( j � 1 . . . J ), AT the attitude towards adding futures to the toolbox, and DMU

the intention to add futures to the toolbox.

Subjective criteria components: some hypotheses

We hypothesise that in the ®rst stage the perceived performance criteria component of

futures exchanges (risk reduction, speculation or other functions) will play a role. Tashjian

beliefs k Kj

SCC j=1

SCC j=2 AT IN

DMU

SCC j=J

beliefs k Kj

beliefs k Kj

evaluations k Kj

evaluations k Kj

evaluations k Kj

ε

ε

ε

ε

ε

ε

Figure 1. Phase I: The adoption model
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and McConnell (1989) have shown that hedging effectiveness is a determinant in explaining

the success of futures contracts and, as a result, considerable attention has been paid to the

hedging effectiveness of futures contracts (Ederington 1979; Howard and D'Antonio 1984).

However, for owner-managers the perceived performance may differ from the performance

as re¯ected by hedging effectiveness measures. Important in this respect is the perception

managers have toward the function of futures exchanges. In the traditional view futures

exchange have two main functions: risk reduction and price discovery. Working (1953a,

1953b) challenged the idea of risk insurance by arguing that it is the pursuit of pro®t through

the exploitation of (expected) changes in the basis. In this view, the use of futures markets is

primarily a type of arbitrage, to be engaged in only when the hedger perceived a promising

opportunity for pro®t from changing cash-futures price relationships. Recently, several

researchers have argued that futures markets provide other services as well. Pennings and

Leuthold (2000a), for example, de®ned the services provided by a futures exchange as: a

service through which a ®rm is offered the opportunity to buy or sell products forward at a

®xed price, thereby not restricting the ®rm to engage in a cash contract relationship. In this

paper we do not constrain ourselves by only focussing on the risk reduction and speculation

service of futures exchanges, but view the perception of the customers regarding the function

of futures exchanges as driving their behaviour.

Working (1953b) provided an alternative explanation for the motivation to hedge that has

not yet been addressed empirically: using futures gives the manager greater freedom for

business action. Working argued that the freedom gained could be used to make a sale or

purchase that would otherwise not be possible. This is in line with the recent ®ndings in

management studies showing that managers value instruments that increase their `degrees of

freedom of action' in the market place (e.g., BrandstaÈtter 1997). We may expect that the

factor, entrepreneurship criteria component, plays a role in whether or not futures becomes

part of the business of conduct.

Several researchers, among others, Ennew, et al. (1992) have shown that owner-managers

perceive futures trade as complex and dif®cult. The perceived complexity will introduce a

cost for managers, such as information gathering, thereby inhibiting the adoption of futures.

Therefore, we expect that the ease of use criteria component is an important factor for

owner-managers when evaluating futures as an option to add to their toolbox.

The present study focuses on owner-managers of small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs). An important difference between the owner-manager of an SME and the manager

of a large enterprise lies in the fact that SMEs do not have different functional departments

such as research and development, manufacturing-quality control, sales and accounting. All

these departments are combined within the owner-manager. The management functions of

SMEs are commonly performed by the owner-manager. While the owner-manager is the

primary decision maker, the decision to use futures is often in¯uenced by advisors, employ-

ees and other important people. These people form the SME's decision-making unit (DMU).

Recent ®ndings suggest that the DMU has a signi®cant effect on ®rms making major

decisions (Dholakia, et al., 1993). Various members of the SME may be involved in the

SMEs decisions. The SMEs' employees, particularly those responsible for ®nancial deci-

sions, and who may experience directly or indirectly the consequences of using futures, may

be motivated to get involved in the decision about the extent of derivative usage.2 Individuals

external to the SME also may have in¯uence on the decision to see futures as a relevant tool.

2 We do not study the decision-making process within a DMU, rather we are interested in the effect
that members of the DMU have on the owner-manager's decision to add futures to their toolbox.
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SMEs use advisors, such as consultants or bank account managers, in order to optimise their

decision-making process regarding the use of derivatives. We expect that the opinion of

these individuals, who are important to the manager when derivatives are of concern, will

in¯uence the SME's intention to add futures to the toolbox.

Furthermore we expect risk attitude to play a role (Carter 1999). Tufano (1996) found that

managerial risk aversion affects corporate risk management policy in the North American

gold mining industry. We expect the owner-manager's risk attitude to in¯uence their decision

to add futures to their toolbox.

Phase II: Initiating a futures position

The ®rst phase is designed to explain why managers may consider futures contracts. It

does not explain the manager's decision whether or not to enter the futures market in a

concrete choice situation. In the second phase futures contracts are already in the manager's

toolbox. Hence, the second phase focuses on a concrete choice situation regarding the

initiation of a futures market position. In such a concrete choice situation, the manager has

two options: to initiate a futures position or not (the latter could mean delaying the initiation

of the futures position). A manager who is deciding whether or not to initiate a futures

position takes the consequences of such action into account. Initiating a futures position has

two important consequences. First, by ®xing the price in advance (s)he has reduced his or

her spot market risk. Secondly, ®xing the price in advance at a certain price level is inherent

to taking a futures position.

From the decision literature it is well known that decision makers use anchor points to

evaluate a stimulus, in our case, futures prices (Payne, Laughhunn and Grum 1980; Fersht-

man 1996). The anchor points chosen differ across domains and decision frames. Tversky

and Kahneman (1981) showed that decision makers perceive outcomes (such as futures

prices) as gains or losses. Gains and losses are de®ned relative to the manager's reference

point. So, managers compare the futures price level to their reference price (where the

reference price is de®ned as the manager's internal price that (s)he uses as an anchor to judge

other prices). The further the futures price exceeds the manager's reference price, the more

attractive it becomes for him/her to take a futures position.3 And, conversely, the further the

reference price exceeds the futures price, the less attractive it will become to take a futures

position. Puto (1987) found that the reference price varies widely for each individual,

depending on such factors as judgement capacity and aspiration level. In the context of a

producer deciding whether or not to initiate a futures position, the reference price may be

closely related to the production costs of the underlying commodity. We assume that owner-

managers use the futures price level and the reference price when deciding whether or not to

initiate a futures position. Monroe and Chapman (1987) found that decision makers derive

perceived value from perceived bene®ts and perceived sacri®ce. They suggested that

perceived value � perceived bene®ts/perceived sacri®ce, which is similar to comparison by

ratio. Moreover, in a study involving judgements of similarity and dissimilarity, Ramsay

(1980) found that comparison by ratio described the data well. Therefore, in this study the

manager is assumed to compare the futures price and the reference price by ratio. Thus, two

important factors play a role in a manager's behaviour in initiating a futures position: risk

3 Note that throughout the paper we focus on a manager who is deciding whether or not to initiate a
sell (short) position in the futures market. The analysis is analogous for a manager deciding whether or
not to initiate a buy (long) position.
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attitude and the ratio of the futures price level to the reference price (FPRP). We hypothesise

that the extent of risk aversion is positively related to the incidence of initiating a futures

position in a hedging context. Furthermore, we expect the ratio of the futures price level to

the reference price to be positively related to the incidence of initiating a futures position.

I I I . Emp i r ica l Model

Covariance structure model framework

Both phases will be estimated within one empirical model. In both phases latent variables

(not directly observable variables) play an important role. In phase I the SCCs play an

important role in the manager's decision behaviour. The SCCs are latent variables that

cannot be measured directly. They are measured by a set of observable indicators, which in

our case are the belief and evaluation products (e.g. Equation (1)). Furthermore, the latent

constructs such as attitude and intention play an important role. In phase II the latent

constructs risk attitude (which also plays a role in phase I) and the owner-manager's

reference price play a role. These latent variables entail measurement error. An empirical

problem may arise when taking latent variables into account. The relationships between and

among latent theoretical concepts (constructs) that are not directly observable may result in

biased coef®cients when estimated in a linear regression framework because of measurement

error. To account for measurement error, we use a covariance structure model framework

(often referred to as structural equation modelling), as it permits the explicit modelling and

estimation of errors in measurement (Bollen 1989, 1996). Covariance structure models

provide us with a method for estimating structural relationships among unobservable

constructs and for assessing the adequacy with which those constructs have been measured.

Following Pennings and Leuthold (2000b) the covariance structure model can be expressed

as

ç � Bç� Ãî� ò (4)

y � Ë yç� å (5)

x � Ëxî � ä (6)

Equation (4) is called the latent variable or structural model and expresses the hypothe-

tical relationships among the constructs. The m�1 vector ç contains the latent endogenous

constructs. In our framework the endogenous constructs are the attitude to add futures to the

toolbox, the intention to add futures to the toolbox (phase I) and ®nally whether or not the

owner-manager initiates a futures position (phase II). The n�1 vector î consists of the latent

exogenous constructs, which in our framework consist of SSC entrepreneurship, SSC

performance, SSC ease of use, the in¯uence of the decision unit, risk attitude and the ratio

of the futures price level to the reference price. The coef®cient matrix B shows the effects of

endogenous constructs on each other, and the coef®cient matrix Ã denotes the effects of

exogenous on endogenous constructs. The vector of disturbances ò represents errors in

equations. Equations (5) and (6) are factor-analytic measurement models which tie the

constructs to observable indicators. The p�1 vector y contains the measures of the

endogenous constructs, and the q�1 vector x consists of the measures of the exogenous

indicators. The coef®cient matrices Ë y and Ëx show how y relates to ç and x relates to î,
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respectively. The vectors of disturbances, å and ä, represent measurement errors. Figure 2,

shown later with results, depicts the structural model.

IV. Re s ea rch Method

Context

The Dutch hog industry, which is examined empirically, is among the largest exporters of

slaughter hogs in the European Union and accounts for an important part of Dutch exports.

Contrary to practices associated with other agricultural products, the market for slaughter

hogs in the European Union knows no government intervention. This study uses Dutch

owner-managers of hog farms who are making decisions with their own real business context

in mind. These subjects are highly experienced participants in market activities, which

makes this sector an excellent domain to address the two research questions: what is the

decision process of owner-managers regarding futures usage and what factors drive this

process.

Computer guided survey and experiments

Personal computer guided interviews were administered to 200 owner-managers. Each

interview lasted for about 45 minutes. All the interviewers had prior interviewing experi-

ence, and received an extensive training program in the assessment procedures. Moreover,

the training program ensured that the interviewers understood the questions posed to the

owner-managers.

The owner-managers were contacted by the interviewer prior to the personal interview to

encourage participation and to ensure that the interview was to be conducted with the right

person. The interview was computerised and care was taken to build a user-friendly

interface. The software written for this interview was extensively tested and 15 test-

interviews were conducted to ensure that the interface was understood by the owner-

managers and perceived as `very user-friendly'. Owner-managers were confronted with

statements that measured beliefs and evaluations. The beliefs and evaluations were measured

on bipolar nine-point scales. For the beliefs the end-poles were labelled as `strongly

disagree' and `strongly agree', whereas the end-poles for the evaluations were labelled as

`very negative' and `very positive' (see Appendix for a description of the beliefs). Several

studies, amongst others, Fishbein and Middlestadt (1995), Ryan and Bon®eld (1975), and

Wochnowski (1995) indicate that bipolar scoring leads to the strongest relations between

attitude as a sum of belief-evaluation products and direct measurements of attitude. More-

over, only the use of bipolar scales results in a logical pattern of attitudes.

In this study, attitude was measured by asking the respondent to distribute 100 points

across `adding futures to the toolbox or not'. Intention was measured in a similar way. The

in¯uence of the decision-making unit (DMU) was measured by asking the owner-manager to

indicate the extent to which signi®cant persons surrounding him/her thought that he/she

should add futures to his/her toolbox by distributing 100 points across `adding futures to the

toolbox or not' (Putte, van den Hoogstraten and Meertens 1996).

Finally, the owner-manager was exposed to an experiment in which (s)he had to decide

whether or not to initiate a futures position. In line with DeBondt and Thaler (1995), Daniel,

Hirshleifer and Subrahmanyam (1998) and Warneryd (1998), we believe that a good ®nance
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theory is grounded on evidence about how people actually behave. The main sources of bias

are due to the fact that the experiment does not match the real decision situation of the

subjects under consideration. For these reasons we measured the manager's behaviour in

initiating a futures position using a scenario framework which closely matched the real

economic business situation of our respondents. The validity of scenarios has been well

documented (Bem 1967). The scenario method is advocated by many researchers and has

been applied in several research domains (see e.g. Surprenant and Solomon 1987). It is

particularly successful as a research tool when subjects are required to `play themselves'

rather than unfamiliar roles. In this study, the managers `played' themselves. During the

measurement the managers were instructed to `read the following situation carefully' and

that `it is important to imagine yourself in the situation described'. They were given a choice

between selling their hogs forward through initiating a futures position or selling their hogs

on the spot market, i.e. without taking a futures position. Five different futures price levels

were randomly assigned to the managers. The price levels chosen were based on price levels

from previous years on the futures market and re¯ected the price distribution function. The

managers perceived the scenario as very realistic, as it is quite similar to the kind of choices

they make in daily life. The manager had to choose between actually taking or not taking a

futures market position.

The reference price was identi®ed by asking the manager to respond to the open-ended

question: `If you sell your hogs you will receive different prices for them, depending on the

market situation. Some prices will make you feel that you have made a loss and some prices

will make you feel that you have made a gain. Supposing you sold your hogs today, from

which price level onwards would you perceive the sale as a gain?' Immediately after declaring

the initial reference price, the manager was confronted with the following sentence `so, if I

understand you correctly, then a price below ÐÐÐÐÐ Dutch guilders is perceived as a

loss' the manager could answer this question with `yes' or `no'. When the manager answers

the last question with `no', the ®rst question was repeated, in order to give the manager the

opportunity to change the initial reference price. Whenever the manager answered the latter

question with a `yes', the assessment of the reference price had been accomplished (Puto

1987). The ratio of the futures price level to the reference price was calculated by dividing the

price level of the futures contract by the manager's reference price. The nomological validity

of the elicited reference price may be tested by investigating how that reference price relates

to the variables to which it is theoretically associated, such as production costs (Campbell and

Fiske 1959; Churchill 1979; Cook and Campbell 1979). Therefore, we correlated the

manager's reference price to the manager's cost of raising hogs, and as expected, the

correlation was signi®cantly positive (r � 0:86, p � 0:00), indicating the nomological

validity of the measurement procedure to obtain the manager's reference price.

We used the expected utility model in order to derive the owner-manager's risk attitude

(von Neumann and Morgenstern 1947). Decision making under risk is modelled as a choice

between alternatives, in which each alternative is represented by a probability distribution.

Decision makers are assumed to have a preference ordering de®ned over the probability

distribution. A number of axioms hold for this preference ordering (Fishburn 1988). Risky

alternatives can be ordered under these assumptions using the utility function, u(x). In this

model, the curvature of the utility function u(x) re¯ects risk attitude (Keeney and Raiffa

1976; Smidts 1997). The well-known Pratt-Arrow coef®cients of risk aversion are de®ned on

u(x) and provide a quantitative measure of risk attitude. Fundamental to this approach is that

the utility function, and hence the risk attitude measure, is assessed by means of the certainty

equivalence method. In the certainty equivalence method (cf. Keeney and Raiffa 1976), the
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respondent compares the lottery (xl, p; xh) with a certain outcome, where (xl, p; xh) is the

two-outcome lottery that assigns probability p to outcome xl and probability 1ÿ p to

outcome xh, with xl , xh. The certain outcome is varied until the respondent reveals

indifference (this certain outcome is denoted by CE( p)). By application of the von

Neumann-Morgenstern utility u we obtain: u(CE( p)) � pu(xl)� (1ÿ p)u(xh). When elicit-

ing utilities, two outcomes are ®xed ®rst such that the range of outcomes between them

includes all outcomes of interest. Second, one may set u(xL) � 0 and u(xH ) � 1 where xL

and xH denote the upper and lower bound respectively of the selected outcome range. The

certainty equivalence method used in this study concerns a bisection framework by only

using probability 0.5. First, the certainty equivalent CE(0.5) with utility 0.5 is found as

above. Then the outcome CE(0.25) is obtained with utility 0.25 through an indifference

CE(0:25) � (xL, 0:5; CE(0:5)). The indifference CE(0:75) � (CE(0:5), 0:5; xH yields cer-

taintly equivalence CE(0.75), with utility 0.75, etc. Former responses to lotteries are used in

the assessment of subsequent responses. A large number of CEs can be found after a

suf®cient number of questions in which each question involves a bisection of a particular

interval. Following Pennings and Smidts (2000) we designed the lottery task in a way such

that it matched the daily decision-making process of our respondents. The measurement

procedure was computerised and took about 20 minutes. The lottery was formulated in terms

of selling hogs for either a relatively high or a relatively low price (with both prices having a

probability of 0.5) (this was alternative A) or receiving a ®xed price (alternative B). The

assessment of the certainty equivalent was an iterative process. If the respondent chose

alternative A, the computer generated a higher ®xed price (alternative B) than the previous

®xed price, hence making alternative B more attractive. If the respondent chose alternative

B, the computer generated a lower ®xed price (alternative B) than the previous ®xed price,

hence making alternative A more attractive. The next measurement (the next lottery) started

after the respondent had indicated that it did not matter to receive alternative A or B. Nine

points of the utility curve were assessed by means of this iterative process. Based on the

assessed utility curve, the Pratt-Arrow coef®cient of absolute risk aversion was derived as a

measure of risk attitude (cf. Smidts 1997). The widely used exponential function was ®t to

each subject's outcomes; after having scaled the boundaries of the functions, the estimation

of just one parameter suf®ces to characterise a decision-maker's risk attitude.

V. Re sult s

Following are some responses of farmers during in-depth interviews:

· `I want to be an entrepreneur, any instrument that can help me to be a truly entrepreneur

will be attractive'.

· `What I really like from futures is the fact that they provide me the freedom to reduce

risk without making long term ®xed price contracts'.

· `Futures can help to improve my relationships with traders and at the same time reduce

my price risk'.

· `Futures, options, and all those instruments . . . they are so terrible complex'.

Exploratory factor analysis was conducted on the beliefs. The results of the exploratory

factor analysis showed that beliefs are grouped naturally into SCCs. We found that the

beliefs could be grouped into three factors (components), which can be labelled as
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`entrepreneurship', `performance' and `ease of use'. These three SCCs were used in our

choice model. In addition, risk attitude, the ratio of the futures price level to the reference

price, attitude, intention, the in¯uence of the DMU and the owner-manager's choice whether

or not to initiate a futures position were included.

The covariance structure in Equations (4)±(6) can be estimated by one of the full

information methods: unweighted least squares, generalised least squares, and maximum

likelihood. The ®tting function measures show how close the estimated covariance matrix of

the observed variables is to the sample covariance matrix. Because of its attractive statistical

properties, we use maximum likelihood procedures (Bollen 1989). The model can be

estimated in the maximum likelihood LISREL framework developed by JoÈreskog and

SoÈrbom (1993). The estimation results of the covariance structure model are shown in Figure

2 and Table I. The model (depicted in Figure 2) had a good ®t with a ÷2 of 80.22 (df � 70,

p � 0:189), a RMSEA of 0.02, a GFI of 0.95, an AGFI of 0.91, and a TLI of 0.96.4 The test

results show that the model provides an adequate description of the futures adoption and

choice process of the owner-managers in our study. All relationships in our model were

signi®cant, thereby con®rming our hypotheses that the SSCs and the DMU are the drivers in

the adoption stage, whereas the owner-manager's reference price in relation to the futures

price drives the futures initiation behaviour. Our estimates, as displayed in Figure 2 and Table

I can directly be translated to the covariance structure model as given in Equations (4)±(6).

The estimation results and the ®t show that the model is able to explain and describe

owner-manager's futures usage. Interestingly risk attitude is not a main driver in Phase II.5

Treating futures just as insurance contracts seems not to be valid. Futures seem to have more

functions (cf. Pennings and Leuthold, 2000a). one of them being `freedom-creators'.

In order to test the predictive validity of phase II, the phase in which the owner-manager

decides to initiate a futures position, we modelled this phase in a logistic regression

framework. This framework provides us with the possibility to investigate how well the

model is able to predict the owner-managers futures initiation behaviour. Because our

dependent variable (whether or not to initiate a futures position) is a binary response

variable, we adopted maximum likelihood logistic regression, utilising the logistic cumula-

tive distribution. The risk attitude measure, ratio of the futures price level to the reference

price and the intention to adopt futures to the toolbox (the dependent variable in phase I)

were used as the predictors of the managers' choice behaviour in the logistic regression.

The logistic regression estimates the parameters in the model, such that the likelihood of

the choice data given the model is maximised. The model produces the likelihood ratio

statistics and Wald statistics (the square of the parameter estimate divided by the standard

error), both of which closely follow a chi-square distribution under the null hypothesis that

the parameter being tested is zero. As a measure of model ®t, we provide the improvement

of the ±2 log likelihood as compared to the ±2 log likelihood of the null model (consisting

of only an intercept). The higher the chi-square value of the model, the better it describes the

binary model. For the optimal model we also consider two goodness-of-®t statistics to

examine the substantive signi®cance of the variables in the model. We will consider

Nagelkerke's R2, which is similar to the R2 in linear regression (Hair, et al., 1995), and the

4 For a description and interpretation of these measures, see footnote 11 in Pennings and Leuthold
(2000b).
5 Risk attitude ranges from risk averse to risk seeking. The estimated risk attitude coef®cients for each
farmer indicated that there is a group of farmers that could be classi®ed as risk seeking (Pennings and
Smidts 2000). These farmers were not inclined to use futures, not for hedging reasons, but also not for
speculative reasons.
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Figure 2. Owner-manager's two-phase decision process: parameter estimates
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proportional reduction of prediction error (PRPE) (cf. Sharma 1996). The latter statistic

indicates the improvement in predictive power compared to a null model that does not

include the predictor variables. The PRPE statistic is closer to one, the more the model

improves the null model in terms of predictive power (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989).

The model signi®cantly improves the ®t when compared to the null model, which includes

only an intercept ( p , 0:001). Furthermore, none of the models can be rejected when

compared to a saturated model that perfectly describes the data ( p � 1:0). This indicates that

the model describes the data suf®ciently well. Moreover, the proportion of correctly

classi®ed choices supports the validity of the models: 90 per cent. This proportion

signi®cantly exceeds the proportion of choices correctly classi®ed by chance (Huberty's test:

p , 0:1). These results con®rm that our model has high predictive validity. In addition to

our logistic regression framework we conducted also a multiple discriminant analysis in

which we tested how well a linear combination of our three independent variables can

discriminate between farmers that initiate a futures position and farmers who do not. Our

empirical results show similar results as the logistic regression results: the independent

variables are signi®cant discriminators based on the Wilks' lambda ( p , 0:001). The

canonical correlation of 0.82 is high indicating good discriminant power of the model. This

is further substantiated when looking at the group centroids (0.758 versus ±0.242; expressed

in Z-scores).

VI . Relat i ng Emp i r ical Fi ndi ng s to Futur e s Exch ang e Pol icy :
A Pr el im i na ry Stu dy

Our research con®rms that owner-manager's decision process regarding futures contracts

is a two-phase process. That is, before the owner-manager will actually initiate a futures

Table I Estimation results of behavioural two phase futures decision model using covariance structure
modelling�

Paths between (latent) variables
Estimated standardised

coef®cient p-value

SCC entrepreneurship! AT ã11 � 0:231 0.04
SSC performance! AT ã12 � 0:249 0.04
SCC ease of use! AT ã13 � 0:364 0.05

DMU!AT ã14 � 0:431 0.02
AT! IN â21 � 0:544 0.00
DMU! IN ã24 � 0:159 0.05
RA! IN ã25 � 0:360 0.05

IN! IFP â32 � 0:316 0.00
RA! IFP ã35 � 0:150 0.05
FPRP! IFP ã36 � 0:267 0.00
Fit statistics: ÷2 of 80.22 (df � 70, p � 0:189), a RMSEA of 0.02, a GFI of 0.95, an AGFI of 0.91, and
a TLI of 0.96.

� Where, SCC is subjective criteria component, AT attitude towards adding futures to the toolbox, IN
the intention to add futures to the toolbox, RA the owner-manager's risk attitude, FPRP the ratio
between the futures price and the reference price and IFP whether or not the owner-manager initiates a
futures position.
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position, futures must be considered as a relevant tool for the toolbox. For a futures

exchange, it thereby seems valuable to understand the underlying factors that drive phase I.

Our empirical results show that these factors are psychological constructs, the subjective

criteria components (SCCs). An owner-manager evaluates futures along these SCCs. Hence,

a futures exchange faces the challenge to design contracts that have a high score on these

SCCs. Furthermore, the exchange faces the challenge to communicate these bene®ts to

potential customers.

SCC `entrepreneurship' appears to play a key role in forming an attitude towards futures

trading. Working (1953b) suggested that one of the reasons to use futures contracts might be

`to have greater freedom of business action'. Surprisingly, no article ever explored this

suggestion. In this study we have been able to con®rm this statement empirically. So,

whenever owner-managers feel that futures might increase their entrepreneurial freedom,

they developed a positive attitude towards futures. Futures are an attractive instrument

whenever their use increases the degrees of freedom in the market place. When designing

futures contracts, the futures exchange may increase the compatibility of futures with other

instruments available to the owner-manager, thereby increasing the SCC `entrepreneurship'

of futures.

The SSC `performance of futures' is a critical attribute that in¯uences the owner-manager

attitude to add futures to his/her toolbox. Interestingly, `performance' is not only related to

the risk reduction feature of futures, but is also related to other aspects of the owner-

manager's marketing plan, such as facilitating contractual relationships. The role of futures

in facilitating contractual relationships has recently been investigated by Pennings and

Leuthold (2000a). Using a contract speci®cation that is ¯exible enough to contribute to

contractual relationships is a challenge. In the literature, considerable attention has been paid

to the design process of futures contracts.

The SCC `ease of use' played an important role in Phase I. In order to reduce the

psychological distance to futures contracts, the futures exchange might develop training

programs for owner-managers and thus increase their understanding of futures trade and

improve the accessibility of the exchange. Not only do the owner-managers' SCCs play

a role, but also advisors surrounding the owner-manager. The DMU had a great

in¯uence in Phase I, indicating that the exchange should not only target their marketing

effort on the potential participants but also on the advisors surrounding the owner-

manager.

In Phase II, when an owner-manager has to decide whether or not to initiate a futures

position, the ratio between the futures price and the reference price of the owner-manager

plays an important role. Both the futures price and the owner-manager's reference price are

beyond the scope of the exchange. The futures price is determined by fundamental economic

factors. The reference price is determined by the owner-manager's aspiration level with

regard to making a pro®t. Although the futures exchange cannot in¯uence these two prices,

it can pro®t from them when introducing new futures contracts. Our model makes clear that,

when introducing a new futures contract, the relative price level in the underlying market of

the commodity is an important determinant in creating suf®cient trading volume and hence

liquidity.

Finally, risk attitude played a role in both phases. Since our empirical domain was in a

hedging context, risk aversion was positively related to the intention to add futures to the

toolbox as well as to the concrete decision to enter the futures market. Hence, hedging

effectiveness seems still to be a topical subject. Exchanges need to continually monitor this,

including for existing contracts.
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VII . Conclu s i on s and Furth e r R e s ea rch

This paper is a ®rst attempt to bene®t from behavioural models such that insight can be

gained in futures contract usage. A major disadvantage from the behavioural approach is the

fact that it does not provide a rigorous theoretical framework. The model is descriptive in

nature and provides information on the decision process and the criteria that owner-managers

use in this decision process. It does not come up with guidelines for the owner-manager to

optimise their behaviour. Although this disadvantage is a serious one, the behavioural model

is able to predict owner-managers actual behaviour. Our model had a very good ®t, moreover

it was able to predict owner-managers choices with 90 per cent accuracy.

Several routes can be taken to improve our model and thereby our understanding of

futures contract usage, and hence, the different possibilities to improve the services offered

by futures exchanges.

First, our model could be expanded by taking owner-manager's heterogeneity into

account. Pennings and Leuthold (2000b) showed that heterogeneity can mask several critical

factors. In order to model heterogeneity in our two-phase behavioural model that includes

latent variables, research is needed on how mixture models can be expanded to structure

covariance models. Although some attempts have been made in this area, more methodolo-

gical research is required to effectively apply it to the proposed model. Recent ®ndings by

Jedidi, Jagpal, and DeSarbo (1997) and Pennings and Garcia (2000) on general ®nite mixture

structural equation modelling are encouraging.

Second, our model does not take other competitive instruments into account, such as

forward contracts or competitive marketing strategies (for example, the frequency of entering

the spot market). That is, an owner-manager not only makes the decision whether or not to

add futures to the toolbox, or whether or not to initiate a futures position, but also makes the

decision whether to use futures or forward contracts. Including these competitive instruments

in our model would increase its validity. The main conclusion of our paper is that latent

constructs play an important role in the owner-manager's decision to use futures. Not taking

these latent constructs into account would mask critical information for the futures exchange

about how to improve their services. Since these latent variables are unobservable, indicators

need to be designed that are able to measure the latent variables. Methods that gain insight

into the reliability and validity of these measures (e.g., con®rmatory factor analysis) should

be further developed as well as methods that take measurement error explicitly into account

when relating latent variables to behaviour (e.g., structural equation models).

The challenge now is to map these latent variables, the SCCs, back into concrete

characteristics of the services that futures exchanges provide. Methodological research in

this area is underway. Further research that integrates the normative expected utility models

with behavioural models, and hence leverage the interesting properties of both approaches in

the domain of futures research seems an interesting and promising route to take.

Appendi x : Su b j ect i v e Cr it e r i a Compon ent s

Beliefs related to SSC Entrepreneurship

1) I think that adding futures to my toolbox I can fully exploit my spirit of free enterprise.

2) I think that adding futures to my toolbox gives me the opportunity to receive an extra

high price.
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3) I think that adding futures gives me a large freedom regarding actions in the market

place.

Beliefs related to SSC Performance

1) I think that adding futures to my toolbox I am able to reduce the ¯uctuations in my

revenues.

2) I think that adding futures to my toolbox ensures my sales.

3) I think that adding futures using futures will improve my relations with traders.

Beliefs related to SSC Ease of use

1) I think that futures are an easy marketing instrument.

2) I think that futures are a dif®cult matter.

3) I think that futures will are an easy tool when making contract relationships.
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